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SUMMARY

Spurred by our concern for the university institution and its increasing dependence on unstable employment contracts, we present possible approaches for future analyses of precarity in the academic world. We emphasise the most invisible aspects of precarity that materialise in the neoliberal practices to which we adhere in our daily lives. Such practices render us—and academia—vulnerable, while transforming academic work into an individual and competitive endeavour. Our goal is to seek other imaginaries for both academia and the university institution, reclaiming its public quality as a common project and questioning its nature.
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RESUMEN

Partiendo de una preocupación por la universidad, que cada vez más se sostiene sobre contratos precarios, apuntamos posibles aspectos a abordar en futuros análisis de la precariedad en la Academia, especialmente de sus dimensiones más invisibles, aquellas que se concretan en prácticas neoliberales a las que nos adherimos en nuestro quehacer cotidiano y que (nos) vulnerabilizan a la par que convierten el trabajo en la academia en una labor individual y de competición. Al hacerlo, pretendemos encontrar otro imaginario de la labor académica, y de la universidad, que recupere lo público como proyecto común a la vez que se interroge sobre su naturaleza.
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We began planning this issue in the summer of 2016, following several conversations concerning knowledge production inside and outside the academic world. One of us lives in London and is a lecturer at the university; the other lives in Madrid and at the time was involved in an activist research project, unemployed and seeking a teaching position, which she found in 2017. Despite the differences in academic contexts and labor situations, we shared thoughts about what type of ethnography and teaching can be carried out at a university that is increasingly concerned with measuring the research “impact” and “quality” of its faculty. This is a university that keeps its ivory tower in place, but props it up on a proliferation of temporary labor contracts and the implication of academic personnel that generally extends beyond the full work day, both in the office and the classroom (Gregg, in Castillo and Moré 2017: 8).

We have serious doubts surrounding the future of a university which—in diverse ways according to the context—sets research evaluation criteria that serve corporate and public service management interests but does not value how much this research contributes to social transformation. We see a university that increasingly construes teaching as a burdensome chore when teaching is at the very origins of the institution. Teaching also carries an important financial load in the university as public funding is being reduced, although differently in each context. We see a university that incorporates procedures for rating academic merit that either perpetuate existing precarity or generate new forms of it, while these do not necessarily lead to better accountability. Even given these circumstances, we are both, from our respective standpoints, driven by our desire to be part of a university that steadily churns out a precarity that permeates our bodies and our behavior. Still, it is working at the university that allows us to revel in the satisfaction of preparing and participating in classes; share research developments with students, colleagues and fellow workers; to think, read and write.

The section introduced here is constructed upon questions surrounding this apparent paradox. Here we take from the three dimensions of the precarious posited by philosopher Isabell Lorey (2016) that will allow us to examine the tension and ambiguity comprising precarity as we present it here. The first, precariousness, refers to—according to Judith Butler—the vulnerability of bodies and the interdependence on other bodies. The second, precarity, refers to the processes of social hierarchization of those bodies through alterization mechanisms, in other words, social inequality. Lastly, the third dimension of the precarious is identified by Lorey as precarization as neoliberal governmentality: a generous distribution of freedom among subjects that replaces welfare state social protection and compels the subjects to assume their own risks, resulting in the government of the social through both material and subjective insecurity.

By examining precarity in this section we draw connections between these three dimensions. Regarding precariousness, the university as an institution has a difficult time recognizing the interdependence of bodies, especially regarding intensive care-

---

3 The paragraph that follows and summarizes the three aspects of precarity proposed by Lorey was included in the first version of the contribution by Débora Ávila, Ariadna Ayala and Sergio García for this issue. They were generous enough to allow our use of it in this introduction.
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Recibiendo tales como en el caso de la maternidad. Esto se materializa en expectativas de prestación sostenida en la carrera académica que son imposibles para una madre y muy difíciles para aquellos que no tienen redes de soporte disponibles. Respecto a la 

**precariedad**, implícita en la estructura jerárquica que sustenta el universidad es una relación entre el contrato de trabajo y el estatus social/símbolico que es fundamental para perpetuar posiciones precarias. Es en estas posiciones que otras, más estables, se asientan (vea Touhouliotis y Téllez para datos pertinentes en dos diferentes contextos). Se existen divisiones de estratos que ponen mayor valor en las “posiciones intelectuales” separando a los académicos de otros trabajadores del universidad. Asimismo, entre los académicos mismos, estos estratos están presentes en procesos de recopilación de conocimientos: el que se produce de discusiones y aprendizaje compartido de clase con los estudiantes no es tan valorado. Finalmente, respecto a la precarización como 

**neoliberal governmentality**, es el impulso que nos obliga a individualizar nuestras carreras académicas y ponen la productividad, acumulación y competencia al centro del análisis y es el hilo que atraviesa todos los aportes de este número. Esta sección es un esfuerzo por pensar colectivamente sobre nuestra incertidumbre.

Este esfuerzo es uno que hemos hecho en nuestro “tiempo libre”, pero ha sido una presencia constante a lo largo de este tiempo de constante conversación, siempre en construcción, en la que reflexionamos sobre nuestras experiencias y las de otros. Aquí nos hacemos preguntas sobre cómo la etnografía puede contribuir a la comprensión, no sólo nuestro estudio pero también nosotros mismos, el contexto en el que trabajamos y nuestras prácticas. Valoramos si buscamos un de losivos de investigación que nos permitan avanzar en nuestra carrera académica o optar por más comunes y precarios puestos de docencia. Estos podrían prometer un futuro pero podrían estancar o poner fin a nuestra carrera. Valoramos si mover nos internamos o incluso irse al extranjero para conseguir trabajo o quedarnos en nuestra residencia, incluso si esto significa una situación laboral inestable o incluso desempleo; valoramos si trabajar en el ámbito educativo y formal de la investigación o fuera de estos ámbitos, sin los límites pero con menos recursos, menos reconocimiento y legitimidad; valoramos si buscamos la estabilidad que es escasa en muchas sectores o mantenemos aprendiendo a “vivir de una caja”; valoramos si debemos buscar la tranquilidad de los trabajos de investigación o los contratos adjuntos de la universidad, con la fatiga implícita en preparar para enseñar una variedad de cursos mientras acumulamos mérito de investigación y se realizan tareas administrativas. Examinamos el sentimiento de culpa por siempre solo hace el último día, no hay tiempo para hacer de otra manera; éticas y políticas con las que debemos hacer el que investigamos y es el que nos enseña, redactar y enseñar, y las frustraciones y muchas veces inseguras carrera que “cuenta”—a ser capaces de continuar investigando, redactando y enseñando.

Al momento de escribir estas palabras, hoy en la primavera de 2018, ni uno de nosotros puede estar seguro de estar en el mismo puesto en seis meses y la situación podría cambiar aún antes del lanzamiento de este número. Por un lado, somos afortunados si comparamos nuestro puesto con otros trabajos precarios donde la incertidumbre tiene un efecto más generalizado, duro y continuo sobre la supervivencia y donde, adicionalmente, no hay ningún disfrute en el trabajo. Por otro lado, experimentar incertidumbre sobre el futuro inmediato y sentirse...
ing that the enjoyment goes with both our own and others’ expectations that are unsustainable and at times contradictory, are issues that we share with an increasing number of colleagues in academia—and outside of it. It is upon this uncertainty and unsustainability, this precarity of subjects that today’s university is built. Moreover, it is something common to diverse academic contexts and cultures, as we will attempt to examine in this section.

Over the last two years we have been able to find examples of stories of precarity in academia on the whole (Butler, Delaney and Sliwa 2017; Hernández et al. 2010; Castillo and Moré 2017) and in anthropology in particular (AllegraLab 2016; Cultural Anthropology 2018; Muehlebach 2013; Peacock 2016; Thorkelson 2016). We point out that most of them are found in diffusion modalities: conferences, blogs, forum and articles in the media. In addition to the worsening of working conditions of those of us in academia—that is, research and teaching at universities and research centers—some reflections on precarity have also analyzed the relationship existing between the precarization of scholars’ jobs and the transformations taking place in universities as educational institutions (Heatherington and Zerilli 2017), as well as the “precarization of existence” that the collective Precarias a la Deriva (2004) shed light on over a decade ago. In this section, we attempt to establish a relationship between the precarization of academics’ existence and the transformations taking place in the institutions that hire them, universities. In doing so, we think beyond the employment contract, or better yet, take the contract as one more element in the continuum of practices and discourses that we find in the experiences of diverse academic contexts. This section examines these experiences through the contributions of people working in Spain, United Kingdom, Serbia, several Latin American countries and the United States. As editors of this “Emerging Topics” section, we have asked the writers for personal stories that survey their own experiences of precarity. The accounts in this issue therefore constitute a platform from which to begin to think ethnographically about our precarity as subjects that inhabit and contribute to constructing, through our practices, the neoliberalized public university. Rather than being the fruit of systematic research, the contributions put forth in this section are—in a more or less explicit fashion—exercises in critical and analytical thinking about one’s own experience and reveal research paths for future ethnographies of academic precarity.

THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL: TOWARD AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF PRECARITY IN ACADEMIA

In each of these contexts, precarity is comprised of ideological formations, hierarchical and regulatory structures and singular ways of working and relating that are more or less gerontocratic, more or less endogamic and more or less meritocratic. As the writings here show, it is situated experience that allows us to understand the relationship between the shape precarity takes in daily life, how we may incorporate it, and the broader processes of functioning and transformation of the university. For instance, in Spain, the introduction of the practice of auditing in universities goes hand-in-hand with the discourse of meritocracy as a solution to the scenario of a nepotistic university that produces no research and bars the entry of “talent” (Indocentia 2015).
Approaching this debate from the side lines, the question that we pose here is not whether more or less research is being produced, but for what, who and serving the needs of whom.\(^4\) Moreover, we ask ourselves if meritocracy, understood as an evaluation system, can indeed put an end to the exclusionary effects of nepotism, since it sets guideline criteria for academic careers that not all of us can or desire to follow in the same way. An example of this is the accumulation of merit worthy in an evaluation system that hinges on obtaining publications in journals of impact\(^5\) or those of renowned prestige. This is a prerequisite that produces its own inequalities: on the one hand, not everybody can achieve this equally since a scholar who has a new born baby or has an adjunct teaching position that requires other employment to make a living, cannot dedicate the same amount of time to write and publish as her colleagues with more stable positions. On the other hand, a teacher who makes it a priority to prepare classes or participate in reviewing her publications with her research subjects cannot publish at the same rate as her colleagues. Or should we say competitors? It is precisely within the subjectivity produced by these evaluation practices that precarity is installed. It is a way of thinking (of ourselves) in which the fear of losing the race becomes the daily motivation, a day-to-day where work invades every aspect of life (Fleming, in Castillo and Moré 2017: 6-7) and launches a clear message: “most importantly, don’t get off the train” (Castillo and Moré 2017: 60).

Several authors from different disciplines—philosophy, anthropology, sociology, labor studies—have endeavored to reflect on the relationship between a subjectivity that prioritizes maximum performance and the institutions that serve as production contexts for them, within a framework of studies on the neoliberalization of the public sector in general (Laval and Dardot 2013; Brown 2015). Regarding the university in particular, although it is a seldomly researched issue in this context, an increasing number of authors are writing on the subject, just as we mention above. All of them coincide in pointing out an apparent paradox: academics are able to observe precarious situations in their research and in their classes, yet it is hard for conversations about precarity in the university to go beyond the hallways and take the shape of public discussion within academia (Gill 2010), or even become the subject of our research. A contribution by Brian Mckenna in the Ethics Blog of the American Anthropological Association (AAA) was one of the readings that inspired this section. Mckenna urges anthropologists to study and render visible “the elephant in the room”:\(^6\) the conspicuous silence and lack of study into our own experiences with precarity. Anthropology has conducted extensive studies on the vulnerable, the poor, and the disenfranchised. We have explored precarity in other domains, states Mckenna, but we are

\(^4\) It is at this point where the ivory tower and criteria for research evaluation meet: while the critique of the former is based on the premise that research produced by university scholars in social sciences and humanities is done above all to guarantee its own reproduction, the introduction of the latter drives research to seek a marketable and/or public management which does not necessarily have to coincide with, or rarely does, the needs and interests of the subjects who participate in our research.

\(^5\) Those journals included in scientific journal rankings, especially the Journal Citation Report (JCR) and Scopus.

\(^6\) It is noteworthy that the title of another of the most quoted articles on academic precarity, mentioned above is “Breaking the Silence” by Rosalind Gill (2010).
blind to the fact that (precarious) anthropologists are becoming “the other”. Why is this so hard?

In addition to analyses of the media, our own experiences and informal chats with colleagues, in order to prepare the topic for this issue, we elaborated a series of questions that we threw out to colleagues and friends in different contexts, especially in Spain and the United Kingdom, but also in Eastern Europe, Latin America and the United States. This was not a way of searching for a representative sample as much as it was a way of grasping some understanding, in an exploratory fashion, of how different academic contexts and cultures are shaping precarity. Although these colleagues occupy diverse positions in academia7—labor, social, political and personal—there is something common to their responses: the tense relationship with time. They have the luxury of a more flexible schedule in their job than other professions do but yet time extends clearly beyond the work day, life takes a back seat, making it difficult to pause and reflect on the way they work and their own vulnerability.

Difficulty in showing vulnerability was another of the problems that we took on in the summer of 2017, at a workshop in Madrid where people from academia and outside it debated the relationship between precarity, different academic domains and our work practices as part of the activities of a research and learning collective, Escuela de Afuera.8 There are various, complex reasons to explain this difficulty of rendering vulnerability visible. Among them, we unveiled the fear of losing a job, but also the fear of being seen as “weak”. In more stable positions, we saw the fear of bothering one’s peers with these problems, thus putting our own social relations at risk. We saw the adherence to practices that cause precarity but are necessary in order to “pursue a career”; the construction of yet others as destabilizing precisely because they are not (as) valued in that career; and the tension between being in a privileged public social position and the feeling of vulnerability that is not discussed and is relegated to the private sphere.

Political scientist Alexander Gallas (2018), in his introduction to the issue of Global Labour Journal dedicated to precarity in academia, refers to “cognitive barriers”:9 there would be, Gallas points out by quoting sociologist Tobias Peter, a hegemonic self-de-
scription of the academic subject, closely related to cultures of auditing and evaluation (see Strathern 2000). This self-description constitutes the subject around passion, good reputation, the ongoing undertaking of new projects and the measurement of his performance. Her self-exploitation, if it exists, is not as interesting as another’s that is not “chosen”, i.e. anybody who complains “has chosen the wrong profession” (Gallas 2018: 73).10 If this complaint is the flipside of the narrative of “good reputation” and “undertaking of new projects”, the question that emerges is: How to create a space where academic precarity is rendered visible and where critical reflection can take place about our own adherence to practices that make us precarious or proliferate precarity?

The accounts collected in this issue make a critical connection between one’s own work experience and other aspects of life: living with colleagues, partners, pets, or feelings of belonging; between broader processes characterizing the academic world—the neoliberalization of the university—and the possible production of other subjectivities as ways of extricating ourselves from practices that render us or situations precarious. They are exercises in “governing (ourselves) in a different way” that Michel Foucault (1997) pointed to when he asked “What is Critique?”. Judith Butler (2001) expands upon this in her response to the French philosopher: a critique that is made in relation to a form of conducting (oneself) and that, in this exercise, grants distance on the norm—including the norm of recognizing what being an academic is—and opens the door to other behaviors. This critique can productively thread into feminist perspectives that add situated knowledges (Haraway 1995) to the previous ideas. They propose the collective dimension of a practice of reflexivity that submits generalizations to the test of embodied stories and is able to produce, in the same process, both theory and organization for action (Malo de Molina 2004).

As an experimental endeavor, these texts constructed from the personal suggest valuable clues as to where ethnographic research on academic precarity can lead: the exploration of the most intimate spaces where precarity takes shape and gains strength. They also survey the intersection with broader institutional processes in both Europe and Latin America (Hoffman); personal reflections on desire and the difficulties faced in pursuing an academic career in a European hub like the United Kingdom, without a British passport nor the support networks necessary to sustain oneself in the process (Serbia, Jovanović); the ethnographic account of how the United States university—and professionals with the most stable positions in them—are sustained on an institutionally and economically precarious base—the position of adjunct professor—that is, nevertheless, a source of social and symbolic capital, albeit differentiated by class, race and gender (Touhouliotis); the “profile of a robot” researcher, lecturer and mother who jumps through all the precarious hoops along the path to the stability afforded by the Spanish university, reveals the way in which experiences of tottering unsustainability are rendered invisible and normalized at the same time (Téllez); the revelation of three university teachers who do not see their working situation as precarious compared to others but who, when they stop to think about the mix they encounter in academia of erotica, anguish and fatigue, find reasons to write and re-

---

10 The essay by Remedios Zafra (2017) titled El Entusiasmo, gives us an understanding on how this applies to other vocational professions (artistic creation, design, etc.). Thank you Esther Ramón and Javier Gil for referencing this work for us.
veal how this combination can produce precarity in subjects and at university (Ávila, Ayala and García).

PRECARITY AS INSECURITY AND A FORM OF REGULATION

The generosity of the authors who have contributed to this publication—in their accounts of such personal experiences—and their critical perspectives, have shed light on the fact that an ethnography of academic precarity must look “beyond the job” to also track its most invisible manifestations: What does precarity signify for academia, taking into account that its professionals have attained the highest degrees of study? Who lives in precarious conditions and what is it like to live precariously at the university? Is “precarious” the best term to use to describe the experiences of those working in academia today? How do we render precarity and its ramifications in academia more visible, nurturing actions that can transform the situation as it stands? While aware that the temporality of university contracts is a trend that is gaining ground in all contexts, these questions permit us to frame this trend within a broader precarity production process that has its particularities.

For example, although we can find similarities between the working conditions of adjunct professors in the United States and associate professors in Spain, there are also considerable differences that demonstrate how different rationalities—meritocracy and nepotism—far from being opposites, can work together in producing precarity. In Spain, as Virtudes Téllez tells us, having an associate professor contract is usually the first step to an academic career after the doctorate, although this type of position was originally created for professionals working outside of the university who gave courses related to their professional expertise. What was at one time an extra activity for these professionals is now an unstable contract and a compulsory step for those who aspire to pursue a full-time career at a university. This contract can potentially last for years. During this “hang-in-there” period where the contractual bind with the university is only for part time teaching, labor insecurity is heightened by a particular combination of nepotism and meritocracy. Publishing and attending congresses is key here to obtaining more security in opting for tenure, something, Téllez says, that is very hard to juggle with caring for a baby and with at least one second job. But this is still not enough. Contacts and connections are still crucial even to obtain these types of precarious contracts and likewise to consolidate them.

In the United States, however, the adjunct professor position is not the port of entry to a specific institution, as Vasiliki Touhouliotis tells us. Mobility is very high and after having had an adjunct post, people who can go to other universities as post-docs

---

11 Depending on the academic cultures in different countries, access to entrance, ascent and consolidation processes and distribution of benefits and privileges are dominated by different rationales that frequently coexist but in different ways, accordingly to the context. In addition to Téllez’s text, see also Ávila, Ayala and García for Spain and Touhouliotis for the United States (both in this issue). See also Peacock (2016) for Germany. Just as an anonymous reviewer pointed out to us, this is a fundamental line for future research, “the way in which these rationales coexist and how this coexistence is expressed in the quotidian of the teaching and research system” in different academic cultures.
or teachers will do so. Still others, those who obtained their doctorate from non-elite universities or have not entered the publications race because they are forced to take on a second or even third job to subsist, will not advance beyond adjunct professor—a “differential inclusion” (Ávila and Malo 2008) that perpetuates nepotism and in which gender plays an important role. In fact, it is no coincidence that women play the lead roles in the stories in this issue, with the exception of an article written collectively that includes a male, since the precarity that we describe is considerably characterized by gender inequality, as well as class and race inequality (Touhouliotis). While the authors working in Spain confront a job insecurity linked to the difficulties of obtaining a job with good conditions, for those working in the Anglo-Saxon context, their insecurity lies in the amount of work time they put into seeking the next job.

Mobility, which occupies a prime spot in the contributions of Hoffman and Jovanović to this issue, is both the result of precarity and a factor that makes it worse. Jovanović points out how visa requirements come into direct confrontation with the desire to pursue a career in the heart of academic knowledge production, such as is the United Kingdom. This becomes a string of nomadic conundrums that exacerbate the exhaustion, distress and lack of economic autonomy that one already experiences while finishing one’s doctorate. Hoffman, in turn, relates in rich detail an academic career mobility that outlasts the first post-doc, how this mobility relates to love and intimacy, but also the high cost of these moves when they are within the precarious context: having to continuously give up those objects needed for daily life and having to buy them again at each new destination; the efforts put into adaptation to each destination, not only the location but the different institutional milieu as well; and the vulnerability that moving produces when one has no stable academic affiliation and works as an independent researcher in precarious teaching or research jobs with intervals of zero affiliation or job contract.

Nevertheless, in spite of the toughness of some situations, such as described by Hoffman and also Jovanović, we scholars tend to think that this situation is transitory, not what we deserve, and that with our skills and merit it can well change. In this regard it is crucial to have the support network that family, partners, friends and colleagues or social status provide. It is precisely the social status associated with academia that we give special thought to in this issue. In our meetings with colleagues and friends to consider the issue of academic precarity, we have always kept in mind one question: Compared to others, those who work in shops, restauration or telemarketing or have long office hours, how can we call ourselves precarious? We have jobs that allow us to travel, be in constant contact with the knowledge production that we value so highly, introduce ourselves as researchers, in short, cultivate an important social and cultural capital.

In order to respond to the question of whether we can consider ourselves precarious, we must explore the complex ways in which the status that academia affords us is related to precarity. On the one hand, as we pointed out previously, this produces explanations like “chosen poverty”, which places the burden of the solution on the person who suffers from a precarious academic situation. During 2017 we read the accounts of adjunct professors in the United States living in poverty situations that unleashed discussions about whether or not those who live in these conditions should
abandon academia. Nevertheless, the account by Ávila, Ayala and García helps us to frame this debate in different terms: the relationship between the fear of falling during the race—falling into poverty being the extreme of a continuum—and the desire to be part of the university, and the exhaustion of having to comply with all of the requirements. Among these requirements are those linked to evaluation, which not only take up increasing amounts of time from other more important tasks but are also a constant reminder of the conditionality of the career: always in construction, never quite stable, and composed of the need to produce results in comparison and competition with one’s peers.

This type of analysis helps us to formulate other questions. For example, What are our aspirations when we desire to become part of the university? More than seeking a definitive answer, what is interesting to see here is how this question forces us to connect our own experiences of academic precarity with the forms of government and power that are transfiguring the university, not only as our employer but as a public institution belonging to all. This is, then, a question that submits the generalizations surrounding neoliberalization of the university to the test of embodied stories and allows us to hypothesize from the ground up, while stimulating intuition regarding the action to take. It is also a question that demands an ethnographic analysis that we invite the reader to explore in this issue.

DISMANTLING THE PRECARITY OF THE UNIVERSITY

When we put the question on the table “What university do we desire?”, we allow ourselves, firstly, to adopt a collective stance on the problem of precarity. Individual solutions alone—try to publish and take some time to relax, enjoy leisure activity, and so forth—will refer us to a metaphor suggested by one of our colleagues, anthropologist and professor Carlos Diz. As a response to our questions, he regaled us with the metaphor of a tired boxer fighting in the “academic ring” that “has to know how to play the violin with his boxing gloves on just to fill up his C.V.”. Between rounds he is wondering how many more punches he will be able to take. This image serves to demonstrate not only the loneliness of the personal situations but it also helps us to recognize the vulnerability upon which today’s university is built. It also sheds light on the invisibility of all the elements that support a university that are not the homo academicus. In the university that we will call public because of historical and institutional norms, and neoliberal, because of the rationales of competition and corporati-

---

12 See, for example, the article published in The Guardian on 28 September 2017: “Facing poverty, academics turn to sex work and sleeping in cars” (Available at: <https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/sep/28/adjunct-professors-homeless-sex-work-academia-poverty>). Access date: 25 Apr. 2018) that sparked a discussion about whether adjunct professors that lived in these conditions should leave the university or not. For an example that argues for the availability and legitimacy of other options, concretely regarding The New School students, see <https://www.insidehighered.com/views/2017/10/16/why-adjuncts-should-quit-complaining-and-just-quit-essay> (Access date: 25 Apr. 2018); for a response that argues that the lot of the adjunct has to do with the progressive deterioration of the university, see <https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/just-visiting/telling-adjuncts-quit-giving-education> (Access date: 25 Apr. 2018).
zation that organize it, the personal security sought by some is upheld by the insecurity of others, forming “chains of precarity” (Pérez and Montoya 2016): teachers with more acute precarity and more fatigued bodies; students who put up with higher tuitions meant to increase revenues to sustain universities that are losing publically financed subsidies; outsourced personnel who are rendered precarious to levels that go even beyond what the academic personnel endure; and independent researchers who, while outside of the legitimate university networks and resources, contribute knowledge, contacts and work to official research projects in exchange for contracts that are also precarious. Unfortunately, in the neoliberal university, obtaining one’s security runs the risk of meaning insecurity for others if we do not give thought to the unsustainability of the precarity of the institution itself at the same time we examine our own precarity.

The image of the boxer who fights alone and struggles to survive the next round is one that closely reflects the individual struggle of the academic in the neoliberal public university. To imagine a collective struggle and a different public university, we have to seek a different image. But, why do we need that collective struggle? Why a different public university? These are not trivial questions. Some circles have directly abandoned the call for a public university as a common horizon (Wright and Shore 2017). The university that we defend is a public institution currently being threatened by policies that diminish its funding, and as we state above, destabilize workers and students in different ways. It is an institution that creates hierarchies of knowledge production. At the same time, it has serious difficulties placing worth on that which contributes to social transformation—the kind which is not reduced to generating market or public policy value. So, when we consider a different public university, a question emerges, one that is still infrequently encountered in the discussions on precarity in academia: The public university, for what and for whom?

Working toward an ethnography of precarity in the academic world would allow us to identify how individual situations of precarity in the university are permeated

---

13 We reflect on the images and their relationship with change in a workshop at the Escuela de Afuera in March of 2016: “Un propósito pagano. Taller para reimaginar el cambio social (A Pagan Proposal: a Workshop on Re-imagining Social Change). Available at: <https://escueladeafuera.net/2016/03/31/un-proposito-pagano-taller-para-reimaginar-el-cambio-social/>. Colleague and researcher Amador Fernández-Savater furthered this reflection in an article published in eldiario.es in November of 2017: “A cien años de la revolución rusa, reimaginar el cambio social” (One Hundred Years after the Russian Revolution, Re-imagining Social Change), available at: <http://www.eldiario.es/interferencias/revolucion-cambio_social_6_706639343.html> (Access date: 25 Apr. 2018). According to philosopher Fernández-Savater, if philosopher Gilles Deleuze pointed out that “there are images of thought that block our thinking”, there must also be “images of change that keep us from changing, images of what change is supposed to be which, in practice, block change itself”. They are “pre-conceived ideas (that) organize our gaze: what we see and what we don’t, what we value and what we don’t and, at the same time, serve the function of orientation: they help us to navigate in the real, in what is occurring (or they disorient us if they are not adequate) (...) Therefore, in order to think or change, we must furnish ourselves with another imaginary: image repositories or breeding grounds that orient our gaze in a different direction. Other optics, other compasses”. Fernández-Savater points to various images in his text, amongst them those that feminism gives us, that outline an ongoing struggle in day-to-day things instead of seizing a unique power that immediately changes everything forever.
by structural rationales that go beyond employment contracts and that demand our daily adherence to forms of regulation that engender the precarious, both in people—including those with permanent positions—and in certain types of knowledge production, that which does not entirely conform to the dominating valuation criteria. Displaying our precarity and contesting it requires, then, conducting ourselves in a different fashion. In order to do this, at least two necessary elements must be present: support systems inside and outside the university, and the formulation of the question: What other practices do we want to articulate this institution? These two elements are closely enmeshed with the task of constructing an imaginary and a practice for a public university that is able to respond to the needs of the people, not the self-reproduction of the institution and the people who work at it. To tackle this, we can take from the institutionalizing and deinstitutionalizing critique of the 1970’s (Basaglia 1972; Ortigosa 1977); micro-sociological reflections about power and the university in a sort of “induced and accompanied self-analysis” (Bourdieu, in Castillo and Moré 2017:10); and studies done on cognitive precarity and its creation of a “recombining function, a function of subjectivity capable of cross-sectioning different spheres of social production, recombining them in a paradigmatic framework that does not depend on benefit but rather social unity” (Bifo 2005: 61).

Initiatives currently exist that have begun to act on different aspects: labor dimensions of precarity including factors such as gender inequality14 (the PrecAnthro group within the European Association of Social Anthropologists, EASA; see Atkins, Esparza, Milkman and Moran 2018 for the US; Federación de Jóvenes Investigadores (Federation of Young Researchers) in Spain; Facebook group Precarious Anthropologist in Canada, among others);15 initiatives for reclaiming the university as a knowledge production space for all people (Reclaiming our University, a platform that originated at the University of Aberdeen);16 collectives that focus on “building common spaces for dialogue and interchange” inside and outside academia, and “timid and radical actions” in everyday tasks to extricate oneself from forms of neoliberal regulation (esCTS [Network for Science Studies and Technology]; Escuela de Afuera; Tim-adical Writing Collective 2017).17 In all of them, the question for these allies is present: Can we hope for those who have more stable positions to be the ones to speak out?

This is what is happening, for example in the initiative to reclaim the University at Aberdeen, just as Tim Ingold, anthropologist and spokesperson for the platform, explained to us in an interview in September of 2016. It is an example to explore for forming intra-status alliances with the power to reconfigure labor divisions that also

---

14 Data published in 2017 by The Times Higher Education show salary differences by gender in the universities of the United Kingdom. In the majority of this country’s universities, women academics, in similar positions as men, earn qualitatively less: <https://www.timeshighereducation.com/features/times-higher-education-v-c-pay-survey-2017> (Access date: 25 Apr. 2018). We can also reference the recent work done on gender, the neoliberal university and feminism by Taylor and Kinneret (2018).


set hierarchies in producing and rating different types of knowledge and public institution practices. On the one hand, and coming from the side of academics with more stable positions, we could conceivably appeal to the empathy and ethnographic sensitivity that we have in our field research sites. On the other, from the side of academics with temporary and precarious positions, we could envisage an assumption committed to that configuration of divisions. The alliance with the students emerged naturally both in the Escuela de Afuera workshop and in the reflections from the writing collective of Tim-adical, both mentioned previously. The question around what ways precarity in academia is similar to that experienced by other professionals and what options for solidarity may come from these comparisons leads us to recognize other precarious workers at the university, precisely those that support academic work: administrative, library, cafeteria, cleaning and maintenance personnel. Their jobs are more and more frequently outsourced to private companies, and they do not enjoy the same labor benefits as the staff directly employed by the university. The new imaginary that permits us to think of the struggle against precarity is not a composition of images of academics alone competing in the fight, but rather a diverse collective that nevertheless, resembles something upholding the university as a public institution of and for all.
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